
 MBMAG Submission Requirements for Images 

 Uploaded images will be used for jurying, online PR, and print media that will happen for this exhibit + sale 
 You may upload  two images per piece (one of those  is a detail shot) 

 File Formats: 
 Images will be accepted in either of the two file formats 

  JPG/JPEG: If uploading images in this file format, use  maximum quality  compression (at a minimum level  
8  or higher, ideally at absolute max) when saving your image

 ●  PNG: If uploading images as PNG files, they should be 8-bit and non-interlaced

 Image Requirements: 
 The following image requirements apply to all images being uploaded 

 ●  Use a  plain, solid white background  . If the artwork  blends in too much with a white background (a white
 object or clear surfaces, for example), use a neutral gray background  .

 ●  Remove all objects, logo, etc that can be used to identify you because this is an anonymous jury situation
 ●  1920 px  minimum  dimension on shortest side
 ●  4000 px  maximum  on longest side
 ●  File size must be < 5MB
 ●  Leave blank space around your piece in the image for future cropping
 ●  Layout your piece to include any clasps you’d like to show in the focus/center area

 File Naming Guidelines: 
 File names must include the artist’s last name, the artwork name or descriptor, and the number of image per piece (if you are 
 submitting more than one photo of the same piece): 

 E.g. for the  first submitted piece  by Maggie  Smith  which is “  Enchanted”  Fibula =>
 File name for file #1:  Smith  _  Enchanted  _  01  .jpg 
 File name for file #2:  Smith  _  Enchanted  _  02  .jpg 

 E.g. for the  second submitted piece  by Maggie  Smith  which is “  Leaves”  Pendant =>
 File name for file #1:  Smith  _  Leaves  _  01  .jpg 
 File name for file #2:  Smith  _  Leaves  _  02  .jpg 


